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150a Sunday, February 3, 2013in an indirect manner. Together our results suggest that, in vivo, Aurora B
releases kinetochores via at least two mechanisms - by directly weakening
the kinetochore-microtubule interface, and also by destabilizing kinetochore
attached microtubule tips.
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The kinesin-14 motor Ncd steps off-axis along the microtubule longitudinal
axis as it moves towards the minus end, causing microtubules moving on en-
sembles of Ncd motors bound to a glass surface to rotate as they glide. Based
on crystal structures, we propose that the rotations arise from a structural asym-
metry of the motor when it binds to a microtubule. We have derived a mathe-
matical model to explain the dependence of the rotations on ATP concentration
by estimating the probability of off-axis steps by the motor using previously
published motility data and modeling the relationship between ATP concentra-
tion and the number of motors bound to a microtubule using available kinetic
data. Unlike previous models, our model not only takes into account the motor
structure and kinetics, but also the effects of multiple motors bound to the same
microtubule. While our model is specific for Ncd, it provides a mathematical
explanation of how nonprocessive kinesin motors, like Ncd, function in ensem-
bles to induce the microtubule translocation and sliding required for motor
function in spindle assembly and elongation.
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Motile cilia are hair-like organelles that beat to produce fluid flow. It is not
fully understood how these incredibly complex molecular machines function
at the protein level to produce complicated beat patterns. The mechanical
properties of microtubule doublets, the main structural element of the cilium,
have not been well studied. Here we show that doublet microtubules separated
from human airway cilia curl up with an average radius of curvature of
1.39 þ- 0.01 mm, determined from transmission electron and atomic force
imaging. This result is surprising given that cytoplasmic microtubules have
a persistence length on the order of millimeters, but is consistent with curva-
ture seen in the literature. Doublet microtubules were isolated by digesting the
axoneme with trypsin and inducing sliding by the addition of ATP. After
sliding, transmission electron images showed that dynein motors were still
attached, which is consistent with prior studies. We prepared samples with
a fraction of the outer dynein arms removed using a 0.6M potassium chloride
salt extraction. Removal of dynein was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. Samples
with removed dynein had an increased radius of curvature, 2.3 þ- 0.1 mm.
The straightening of the doublet microtubules with the removal of dynein
motors implies that the asymmetric distribution of dynein motors causes
a stress that bends the doublet microtubule. Our results suggest an alternative
source for curvature in the beating cilium. The distribution of dynein heads
bound to a microtubule doublet is known to change dynamically during the
cilium beat. Changing distribution of dynein heads bound to the microtubules
could induce changes in the curvature of the cilium without the need for the
motors to apply a shear force.
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The mechanical properties of blood clots are important to properly stem the
flow of blood at the site of vascular injury. A blood clot is a complex material
composed of many different proteins and cells. However, particularly impor-
tant for its mechanical properties, is a meshwork of the protein fibrin which
serves as the structural scaffold of the clot. One important feature of fibrin
network mechanics is strain-stiffening: a stiffness that is constant at low
strains and increases non-linearly with strain at high strains. During blood co-
agulation, fibrin forms in the presence of platelets which are known to greatly
influence the mechanics and structure of fibrin gels. Although both platelets
and fibrin are very important to the mechanics of blood clots, the underlying
principles that determine fibrin mechanics and how platelets alter these
remains poorly understood. In our study, we investigate the origin of strain-
stiffening in fibrin gels and how this is influenced by platelets. Using confocal
microscopy subsequent image analysis, we track the 3D network structure as it
undergoes shear. We find that the mechanics of the network are dictatedlargely by its structure. Specifically, at low strains the network utilizes soft
bending modes to deform without stretching the individual fibers, while at
high strains these modes are exhausted and the fibers must begin to become
stretched. To understand how platelets change these properties, we polymerize
fibrin gels in the presence of activated platelets. We then image the structure
of the network and measure its corresponding mechanical changes. We find
that the low-strain stiffness increases with increasing platelet concentration
while the high-strain stiffness remains unaltered. Platelets induce aster-like
structures in the fibrin gel. The altered mechanical and structural properties
are consistent with platelets reducing the number of available soft bending
modes.
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The first step of hemostasis involves recognition of von Willebrand factor
(VWF) by platelets. These cells bind to domains of VWF using GPIb-IV-X
and aIIbb3 receptors. Because platelets must contract to shrink and stabilize
the hemostatic clot, we investigated the contribution of each of these receptors
in supporting platelet forces. For this, we developed a new tool using E-beam
lithography to fabricate nanoposts for force measurements (Fig A). VWF was
adsorbed to the tips of these posts to allow for platelet adhesion (Fig B). Nano-
posts were fluorescently labeled to track deflections created by individual plate-
lets (Fig C). Our results show that platelets treated with antibodies 7E3 and
AK2, which inhibit aIIbb3 and GPIb respectively, exerted significantly lower
forces. To confirm that GPIb-VWF inter-
action can support platelet contraction,
we used the recombinant GPIb-IX-V bind-
ing region of VWF (A1 domain) (Fig D).
Platelets were unable to generate force
on A1 domain in the presence of soluble
GPIb, or using bovine serum albumin
and Pluronic F-127 as a substrate. To-
gether, these results indicate that platelets
are able to transmit cytoskeletal contractile
forces in an integrin-independent manner.771-Pos Board B540
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Malaria-infected red blood cells (iRBCs) can easily occlude micro-capillaries
because of their anomalous stiffness and stickiness compared with health red
cells. Previous work suggested three factors in the loss of deformability of
iRBCs: (i) the stiffening of the membrane, (ii) the reduction of the cell’s
surface/volume (S/V) ratio, and (iii) the presence of solid parasites inside the
cell. These factors have been examined in experiments and simulations of
the stretching of iRBCs by optical tweezers, but not in capillary flows. In
this work, we investigate the influence of the three factors on the blockage of
micro-channels by using the smoothed particle hydrodynamic method. Within
the parameter range tested, our results indicate the solid parasites as the main
agent for micro-capillary occlusion. The decrease of cell’s S/V ratio causes
blockage only when the channel size is small. Besides, the elevated membrane
stiffness slightly reduces the traverse velocity of the iRBCs, but does not cause
blockage in any of our simulations.
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Some blood cell types become softer in maturation to facilitate trafficking from
marrow through the endothelial barrier and into the circulation. However, any
common molecular basis of this phenomenon remains unclear. Cellular de-
formability is determined by elasticity of the cortex and the nucleus, and the
latter is dynamically regulated by changes in expression and organization of
the nuclear lamins. We developed a novel protein isoform expression analysis
algorithm, ‘‘mass spectrometry calibrated intracellular flow cytometry’’, to
